Providing Quality
Capital Equipment
For Healthcare Professionals

Stretcher and Patient Transport Overview
**1100 Fixed Height Stretcher**

- 500 lb weight capacity
- Fixed height available in 3 options: 28”, 30”, 32”
- Pneumatic assist head section
- Four corner brake/steer pedals
- Full length tuck away side rails

**4500 Stretcher**

- 500 lb weight capacity
- Hydraulic height adjustment of 22” to 36”
- Optional four-sided raise/lower pedals
- Pneumatic assist head section
- Easy clean base with integrated storage and oxygen tank holder
- Folding collapsible side rails
- Available in narrow 29” wide version

**4500 GYN Stretcher**

- Sliding top deck, converts from stretcher to chair
- Pneumatic assist head and leg sections
- Integrated telescoping heel stirrups that fold away when not in use
- Folding collapsible side rails
- Telescoping IV pole at head end
- Height adjustment of 24” to 37”
- Raise/lower pedals located at head end and on both sides of stretcher
**Easy Lift Transfer Stretcher**

- 300 lb weight capacity
- Crank raise/lower control
- Height adjustment of 30” to 42”
- Variety of sheet options available for: bathing, cysto/OBS, etc.
- Easy to use self locking buckles

**5000 Stretcher**

- 500 lb weight capacity
- Bariatric 650 lb version available
- Hydraulic height adjustment of 22” to 36”
- Optional 4 sided raise/lower pedals
- Pneumatic assist head section
- Easy clean base with integrated storage and oxygen tank holder
- Full length tuck away side rails

**5000 Cadaver Stretcher**

- 500 lb weight capacity
- Bariatric 650 lb version available
- Hydraulic height adjustment of 22” to 32”
- Head and foot end raise/lower pedals
- Lightweight removable frame with vinyl covered canopy

**Contact Information**

1.800.567.8400
Surgical Tables
Table Accessories
Surgical Lights
Cushions
Armboards
Stirrups
Gel Pads
Stretchers
Patient Positioners
Restraint Straps
Hand Surgery Tables
Preventative Maintenance
And Much More!
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